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Introducing the bipartite Package:
Analysing Ecological Networks
Carsten F. Dormann, Bernd Gruber and Jochen Fründ

Introduction

Interactions among species in ecological commu-
nities have long fascinated ecologists. Prominent
recent examples include pollination webs (Mem-
mott et al., 2004), species-rich predator-prey sys-
tems (Tylianakis et al., 2007) and seed dispersal
mutualisms (all reviewed in Blüthgen et al., 2007).
Many of the topological descriptors used in food
webs since the 1960s have limited ecological mean-
ing when only two trophic levels are investigated
(for example chain length: Pimm, 1982/2002; Mon-
toya et al., 2006). Here, the network becomes bipar-
tite, i.e. every member of one trophic level is only
connected to members of the other trophic level: di-
rect interactions within trophic levels are regarded as
unimportant. For bipartite ecological networks very
many, more or less different, indices have been pro-
posed to capture important features of the interac-
tions and of the species. For example, species de-
grees (number of species the target species is linked
to) or species strength (sum of level of dependencies
of other species on the target) are supposed to quan-
tify the importance of a species in a web.

The new R-package bipartite, introduced here,
provides functions to viualise webs and calculate a
series of indices commonly used to describe pattern
in ecological webs. It focusses on webs consisting
of only two trophic levels, e.g. pollination webs or
predator-prey-webs. We had three types of ecologi-
cal bipartite webs in mind when writing this pack-
age: seed-disperser, plant-pollinator and predator-
prey systems.

Bipartite networks, as analysed and plotted in
the package bipartite, can be represented by a ma-
trix, in which, in our definition, columns represent
species in the higher trophic level, and rows species
in the lower trophic level. Entries in the matrix
represent observed links, either quantitatively (with
one to many interactions per link) or qualitatively
(binary). Usually such matrices are very sparse,
marginal sums (i.e. abundance distributions) highly
skewed and average number of interactions per link
are low (around 2: Blüthgen et al., 2007).

With the package bipartite, presented here, we
wanted to overcome two main deficiencies in the
field: 1. Lack of software to calculate various in-
dices and topological descriptors of bipartite net-
works. And 2. No convenient plotting tool for bipar-
tite networks. This article aims to briefly present the
two visualisation functions (plotweb and visweb),

then present an example output from the calcu-
lation of network-level descriptors (using function
networklevel) and finally address some miscella-
neous issues to do with fitting degree distributions,
secondary extinction slopes and null models for bi-
partite webs.

Along with several functions we also include 19
data sets on pollinator networks, taken from the Na-
tional Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthe-
sis webpage devoted to this topic (www.nceas.ucsb.
edu/interactionweb). There are several other bipar-
tite data sets at this repository, and our data include
only quantitative plant-pollinator networks.

Plotting ecological networks

The function plotweb draws a bipartite graph, in
which rectangles represent species, and the width
is proportional to the sum of interactions involving
this species. Interacting species are linked by lines,
whose width is again proportional to the number of
interactions (but can be represented as simple lines
or triangles pointing up or down). An example is
given in Fig. 1 for the data set mosquin1967, which is
included in the package and can be generated using
plotweb(mosquin1967).

Alternatively, the function visweb plots the data
matrix with shading representing number of interac-
tions per link. As default, this gives an idea about the
filling of the matrix. With option type="diagonal",
however, visweb depicts compartments for easy per-
ception (Fig.2). The same compartments are visible
in Fig.1, too, due to the default sequence of species
here being the arrangement used in visweb(.,
type="diagonal"). This sequence is determined, as
suggested by (Lewinsohn et al., 2006), using corre-
spondence analysis.
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Figure 2: A plot of the network matrix produced by
visweb(mosquin1967, type="diagonal").
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Figure 1: A bipartite graph produced by default settings of function plotweb.

Calculating network metrics

bipartite features two main functions to calculate
indices: specieslevel and networklevel. The for-
mer returns various values describing, e.g., the spe-
cialisation or the dependence asymmetry of each
species. Since its output is bulky, we omit it here
and only present the function networklevel in de-
tail, which also comprises a larger set of different in-
dices:

>networklevel(mosquin1967)
$‘number of higher trophic species‘
[1] 18

$‘number of lower trophic species‘
[1] 11

$‘number of links‘
[1] 1.310345

$generality
[1] 2.677306

$vulnerability
[1] 4.114345

$‘interaction evenness‘
[1] 0.8512671

$‘Alatalo interaction evenness‘
[1] 0.6587369

$‘number of compartments‘
[1] 3

$‘compartment diversity‘
[1] 2.00787

$‘cluster coefficient‘
[1] 0.1363636

$H2
[1] 0.4964885

$‘web asymmetry‘

[1] 0.2413793

$‘interaction strength asymmetry‘
[1] 0.1607192

$‘specialisation asymmetry‘
[1] -0.1755229

$‘extinction slope lower trophic level‘
[1] 2.286152

$‘extinction slope higher trophic level‘
[1] 2.9211

$‘degree distribution lower trophic level‘
Estimate Std.Err Pr(>|t|) R2 AIC

exponential 0.207527 0.02905 0.000834 0.992 -7.11
power law 0.701034 0.08856 0.000517 0.967 -8.09
trunc. power law [slope] 0.431810 0.31661 0.244321 0.987 -7.15

$‘degree distribution higher trophic level‘
Estimate Std.Err Pr(>|t|) R2 AIC

exponential 0.221084 0.04283 0.006691 0.999 -3.21
power law 0.744383 0.12834 0.004394 0.960 -4.34
trunc. power law [slope] 0.511777 0.43347 0.322823 0.980 -2.82

$‘higher trophic level niche overlap‘
[1] 0.2237163

$‘lower trophic level niche overlap‘
[1] 0.2505869

$‘mean number of shared hosts‘
[1] 0.8545455

$togetherness
[1] 0.1050109

$‘C-score‘
[1] 0.6407096

$‘V-ratio‘
[1] 11.11811

$nestedness
[1] 44.28693

We opted for a list structure to be able to accom-
modate tables in the output, and because the option
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index allows specification of the indices the user is
interested in (defaults to all).

All indices are explained and/or referenced, in
the help pages, so a detailed description is omit-
ted here. Among our personal favourites are the
network-wide specialisation H′2 (Blüthgen et al.,
2006), generality and vulnerability (Tylianakis et al.,
2007) and the small-world measure ‘clustering co-
efficient’ (Watts and Strogatz, 1998). Furthermore,
we took the liberty to modify the index ‘depen-
dence asymmetry’, because it has been shown to
be biased (Blüthgen et al., 2007). The original
formulation is available as a special case of ‘in-
teraction strength asymmetry’ and can be called
using networklevel(mosquin1967, index="ISA",
ISAmethod="Bascompte").

Miscellaneous

Three list entries may warrant particular mention-
ing: Web asymmetry is simply the ratio of matrix di-
mensions. In a recent paper, Blüthgen et al. (2007)
showed that some indices may be particularly in-
fluenced by the matrix dimensions, and hence web
asymmetry may serve as a kind of correction in-
dex. Extinction slopes (for lower and higher level)
are hyperbolic fits to a simulated extinction se-
quence of the network, which causes secondary ex-
tinctions in the other trophic level (only for net-
works with strong dependence). The idea was pre-
sented by Memmott et al. (2004) and we include
this rather rough measure as a simple implementa-
tion (see ?second.extinct for specification of simu-
lations and ?slope.bipartite for details on fitting
of the hyperbolic curve). Finally, degree distributions
(for both trophic levels) have been heralded by Jor-
dano et al. (2003) and Montoya et al. (2006) as being
best described by truncated power laws, rather than
exponential of simple power law functions. We fit
all three, but also notice that many networks provide
only 4 to 5 levels of degrees, so that a non-linear fit
to so few data points gives us little confidence in its
meaning, and often the fitting does not converge, due
to singular gradients.

Some of the indices calculated by networklevel
may be ecologically uninformative because they are
driven by either constraints in web dimensions or
are a consequence of the lognormal distribution of
species abundances (e.g. nestedness). This is not to
say that for specific questions these indices are not
important, just to caution that in some cases statisti-
cal artefacts may confound an index’ intended mean-
ing. We can investigate this by constructing ran-
dom webs, e.g. by employing Patefield’s r2dtable-
algorithm (Fig. 3).

These findings give us some hope that the ob-
served pattern are not a mere artefact of species dis-
tributions and web dimensions. There are many dif-

ferent ways to construct a null model, and this is only
one of them (Vázquez and Aizen, 2003). We provide
two further null models, shuffle.web and swap.web.
The former simply shuffles the observed values
within the matrix under the constraint of retaining
dimensionality; the latter contrains both marginal
sums (as does r2dtable) and connectance (i.e. num-
ber of non-zero entries in the matrix). As observed
connectance is much lower than connectance in ran-
dom marginal-sum-constrained networks, maintain-
ing connectance implies an ecological mechanism
(such as co-evolution of pollinator and plant, body
size-relationships between prey and predator, and so
forth).

Although we tried to incorporate many de-
scriptors of networks, there are certainly several
missing. For example, the social literature has
put much emphasis on betweenness and centrality,
concepts that we find difficult to interpret in the
context of bipartite (=two-mode) ecological net-
works. Some of these functions are implemented
in the R-package sna (Social Network Analysis
Butts, 2007), which can be accessed after transform-
ing the bipartite data to one-mode graphs using
bipartite’s function as.one.mode. Others can be
calculated using the freeware Pajek (http://vlado.
fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/: Batagelj and
Mrvar, 2003). We made, as yet, no attempt to in-
clude indices that use sophisticated optimisation al-
gorithms (e.g. Guimerà and Amaral 2005’s modular-
ity index or Clauset et al. 2008’s hierarchical struc-
ture functions), mainly because of time limitations,
but also because they draw heavily on computer re-
sources. Contributions to bipartite are welcomed,
in order to make further progress in the issues await-
ing networks in ecology (Bascompte, 2007).
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Figure 3: Illustration of the null.t.test-function with selected network indices.
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